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Abstract
The aim of our work consists in developing a new
model of the human ventricular cardiomyocyte, based on
the O’Hara-Rudy model (ORd), to improve, in particular,
the action potential duration (APD) dependence on the
extracellular Ca2+ concentration (Cao). Moreover, the
new model reproduces all the available experimental data
on APD rate dependence, APD restitution, drug block
effects, etc., when the experimental extracellular ionic
concentrations are carefully reproduced in simulations.
The main differences between our and the ORd model
are: a novel Markovian formulation for the L-type Ca2+
current; the Markovian rapid delayed rectifier K+ current
formulation published by Li et al.; a new formulation of
the Ca2+ release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Several
model parameters were modified.
Our BS (Bartolucci-Severi) model successfully
improved the ORd, one of the most detailed, used and
influent models in computational cardiology, by
reproducing the APD-Cao relationship while keeping all
the original model features tested in the appropriate
experimentally-matched conditions. Furthermore, the BS
was suitability as baseline for the generation of in silico
populations of models and for reproducing cardiac
abnormalities such as early afterdepolarizations.

1.

Introduction

In the last century, AP mathematical models have
gained a relevant role in the investigation of cellular
electrophysiology. Their possible application to the heart
has been soon realized and right from the beginning,
cardiac cell modelling allowed to gain insights by
predicting phenomena which have been later confirmed
experimentally.
Due to the limited availability of human
cardiomyocytes for experimental research, most
electrophysiological models had been formulated for
animals (mouse, guinea pig, rabbit, dog, etc.). However,
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animal and human cardiomyocytes differ in major
aspects, such as action potential shape and duration, range
of normal heart rates, action potential restitution and
relative importance of ionic currents in the action
potential generation. As all these factors may influence
the mechanism of arrhythmias initiation and dynamics,
simulation results obtained with animal models may
prove inadequate to represent phenomena observed in
humans.
In recent years, more and more data on human cardiac
ionic currents have been gathered from human
cardiomyocytes and several new models have been
developed to describe the origins of the human cardiac
action potential, an important step towards a wider
application in clinical practice.
Currently, the “gold standard” for in silico human
ventricular cellular electrophysiology is the O’Hara-Rudy
model (ORd) [1] which was developed and validated by
using an extensive dataset, including many previously
unpublished experimental data, from more than 100
undiseased human hearts. However, since mathematical
models will always be approximate representations of the
“real systems”, it is necessary to constantly develop and
improve them, depending on the specific question to
address.
Focusing on some mechanisms that are not well
reproduced by the ORd model, such as the dependence
between APD and [Ca2+]o variations, we present an
evolution of the model (BS model) that is able to correct
this aspect while not altering the model behaviour in
control conditions, as similarly done for older models in
previous works [2,3].
Moreover, we use the new model to construct a
population of models [4,5] which is used to evaluate the
ability to reproduce cardiac abnormalities, such as early
afterdepolarizations (EADs).

2.

Methods

The ORd human ventricular AP [1] model was chosen
as basis for this study because of the large number of
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human ventricular experimental data obtained from more
than 140 hearts used in its construction and evaluation,
and its choice within the CiPA initiative [6].
However, most of the published human AP models,
including ORd, have not taken into account the
dependence between APD and [Ca2+]o variations, and
therefore respond in a non-physiological way, i.e.
increases in [Ca2+]o lengthen APD, and viceversa.
The process to improve the ORd model has involved
the reformulation of the L-Type Ca2+ current, which has
been inherited from [8,9], where a Markov model
description was used.
In order to maintain a physiological calcium handling,
the parameters involved in the process have been
modified. In particular:
- the SR was reduced to a single compartment (with
a consequent rescaling in the cell geometry)
- the SR calcium release equations were replaced
with a description similar to the one presented in
Paci et al. [10]
- the rates in the CDI (Ca2+-dependent inactivation)
loop versus VDI (voltage-dependent inactivation)
loop are less faster than in [8]
- the background Ca2+ maximal current was
increased
- Ca2+ diffusion from the sub-sarcolemma space to
the cytosol was speeded up
- the SERCA pump maximal current was increased
- the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger maximal current was
increased
- the L-type Ca2+ channel permeability was reduced.
Recently Li et al. [11] published a modification to the
ORd model consisting in the replacement of the IKr with a
Markov formulation; we decided to take this
improvement also in the present model. To gain a good
fitting of the steady state APD rate dependency and the
S1S2 APD restitution experimental data, some others
changes were addressed:
- increase of late sodium maximal current
- increase of IKr maximal current
- increase of Na+/K+ ATPase maximal current;
- reduction of inward rectifier potassium maximal
current and increase of its instantaneous
rectification slope.
Since the APD rate dependence and APD restitution
experimental data, which have been used for validating
the
model, were obtained with [K+]o = 4 mM [1], we
modified the [K+]o concentration accordingly and a shift
of the membrane potential dependence of the involved
currents (Ito, IK1, IKs) was introduced to compensate the
liquid junction potential, which was not considered by
O’Hara et al. when reporting experimental data (see [1],
Comments section).
Finally, we used the BS model to construct a
population of non-diseased AP models accounting for

biological variability. Eleven conductances were sampled
from a range of [0.2;2] using the Latin Hypercube
Sampling [12]. The calibration was based on the AP
biomarkers from human adult ventricular cardiomyocytes
[1] (summarized in [13]). We also used the population of
models approach to evaluate the occurrence of cardiac
abnormalities, such as EADs and repolarization failures
(RFs). The simulated protocol aimed to reproduce the
administration of 0.1μM dofetilide at a cycle length of
4000ms; the IKr drug binding values reported by Dutta et
al. [14] and the same extracellular concentration
experimentally used by Guo et al. [15] were used.
Model differential equations were implemented in
Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and solved
with a variable order solver (ode15s), based on numerical
differentiation formulas [16]. Simulations were run with
the original and modified models at variable [Ca 2+]o in the
range 0.9 - 2.4 mM. Pacing was maintained until steady
state AP was reached (1000 s) and APDX was measured
once membrane voltage reached X% of the resting value
(as in [1]).

3.

Results

3.1 APD vs [Ca2+]o

Figure 1. Comparison of the AP, ICaL, [Ca2+]i, [Ca2+]ss for
ORd and BS models (CL=1s in steady state).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the APD-[Ca2+]o relationship for
ORd and BS models in the range 0.9-2.4mM.

While the ORd and BS models produced almost
the same AP and ICaL (Figure 1, upper panels), [Ca2+]o
changes produced opposite APD variations (Figure 2).
The inverse relationship between APD and [Ca2+]o was
indeed correctly reproduced by the new model. These
simulations were obtained using [K+]o= 5.4mM since this
is the commonly accepted physiological value for
extracellular potassium.
The BS model well reproduced the same experimental
data proposed in the original ORd model: APD rate
dependence, APD restitution, effects of drug blocks, rate
dependence of intracellular ion concentrations, APD rate
adaptation (not shown).

3. 2 EADs
We used the experimentally-calibrated population of in
silico ventricular cells to study the occurrence of
repolarization abnormalities in response to the rapid
delayed rectifier potassium current block. Of these, 89
models developed early after-depolarizations and 88
models failed to repolarize (Figures 3 and 4). We also
challenged our in silico population with high rate
stimulation to assess alternans occurrence and rate
adaptation, obtaining full adaptation in 897 models,
alternans in 101 models and adaptation failure to
increasing pacing rate in 308 models (not shown).

4.

Figure 3. Examples of different response to dofetilide
(0.1 μM, CL=4s [15]): models developing EADs
(magenta, EAD, left panel) or failing to repolarize (blue,
RF, right panel).
(as well as other data (e.g. [Na+]i vs frequency
relationship, etc.) are well reproduced by the BS model.
The population approach unveils different responses to
drugs and potential arrhythmic events in control cells, as
well as the occurrence of alternans.
In conclusion this study highlights the importance of
reproducing, in simulation, conditions as close as possible
to the ones used in the experiments to allow an effective
comparison between experiments and simulations for
validation.
It also offer to the computational scenario for a new
updated human ventricular model. Indeed, The BS model
expands the domain of applicability of the currently
available computational models of human cardiac
ventricular AP, suitable to explore changes in ventricular
electrophysiology induced by electrolyte changes (e.g.
effects of hemodialysis or pathological changes in Ca2+
concentrations) and the mechanisms of drug- or diseaseinduced pro-arrhythmic events.

Discussion and Conclusions

The inverse APD-[Ca2+]o dependence, missing in the
Ord model, has been properly simulated by replacing the
original ICaL with a Markov model, together with the other
changes in Ca2+-handling.
APD rate dependence and restitution experimental data
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Figure 4. Models subdivision into REP, EADs and RF.

A limitation of the model is that a clear distinction
between identification and validation data was not
possible due to limited availability of human data. Open
issues are the choice of a single compartment for the SR
and by the possibility of reproducing graded calcium
release.
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